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groups in the United States and elsewhere, which offer a way
of setting and adjusting budgets in light of work done.'
Hence also, at the level of the individual, the arguments for
incentives beyond basic salary.
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FiG 3-Controlling hospital expenditure. KReproduced by permission ot the
Royal Society of Medicine. 10)

On the other hand, higher volumes are not necessarily in
the public interest. The market, in a perfect sense, simply
does not apply in health care because consumers can only
partly judge their needs, an appropriate course of treatment,
and its success; moreover, doctors as the main suppliers of
care are also the patient's principal advisers and advocates
and hence supply influences demand.

For many treatments, such as surgical intervention,
British rates are relatively low and the introduction of new
technologies cautious.9 Neither of these characteristics is
wholly bad. They often operate to the advantage of patients
and even more frequently represent value for money within
tight resource constraints.

What then?

Four points stand out. Firstly, United Kingdom health
care spending at about £400 a head each year is quite low
compared with that in other countries, and there are many
pointers to suggest a need to increase it (waiting lists, low pay
for nurses, the poor state of buildings and equipment).
Simply to increase private spending outside the NHS is
unlikely to solve the problem and would hasten the
development of a two tier system.

Secondly, there is a dearth of financial incentives to
high performance in the NHS. Indeed, the incentives are
perverse: the less work hospitals or doctors do in the NHS
the more comfortable their financial position. On the other
hand, the financial control systems are powerful and effective.
To develop incentives that work benignly, without forfeiting
financial control, would require radically better information
and analysis than we now have. There are lessons for us here
from Canada (so far as physician reimbursement goes) and
from the best of the American managed systems of care-for
example, some of the health maintenance organisations.
Essential components include systematic clinical audit
via peer review; randomised controlled trials and other

statistically sound studies of effectiveness; epidemiological
reviews ofneed and effectiveness; and accurate feedback data
on activities, costs, and outcomes. This is a plea not simply
for better information but also for performance incentives
and sanctions, and much greater flexibility, within the
framework of the NHS.

Thirdly, whatever changes are made in NHS financing to
raise more revenue or to diversify provision and encourage
internal markets we should recognise that no country seems
to have all the answers. Not only does this suggest that
copying any one country is foolish but it may imply that there
is no perfect or permanent solution to a problem that means
finding and maintaining a balance between competing goods
-between comprehensiveness and economy, for example,
or between liberty and equity. So this is not something that
can be "fixed" once and for all. What matters is encouraging
a process of experimental, evolutionary change and adjust-
ment.

Fourthly, health care is not health. Some of the most
exciting recent advances in health as in Finland and Japan
have been made partly through changes in behaviour rather
than simply improvements in health services. In the end
health outcomes and health status are the touchstones against
which any country's health policies and systems must be
judged, and we have no cause for complacency.
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Corrections

Services for sickle cell disease: unified approach needed

A printing error occurred in the leading article on services for sickle cell
disease by Dr Ian M Franklin (27 February, p 592). The first sentence
should have read: "Sickle cell disease is an autosomal recessive disorder
affecting one in 300 blacks of Afro-Caribbean origin." The proportion was
wrongly given as one in 30.

Psychiatric illness among British Afro-Caribbeans

Because of a printer's error a reference was excluded from the leading article
on psychiatric illness among British Afro-Caribbeans by Dr Roland Little-
wood and Dr Maurice Lipsedge (2 April, p 950). Reference 7 was:
Littlewood R, Lipsedge M. Aliens and alienists: ethnic minorities and
psychiatty. Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1982.
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